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Review: Funky ‘n Fun

Review of Reviews: we’ve studied the most important product reviews
so you don’t have to.
Type: CD Vocal Training Program
Item: Kim Chandler’s “Funky ‘n Fun” vocal exercises
Price:
£37.95 UK
€45 Europe
$63 USA
$68 AUS
Above prices are for the full set of 4 CDs including postage; prices outside
of the UK are approximate. Note: US Customers have these shipped from
the UK.
Mic Scale

At a Glance: Kim Chandler was among the first vocal coaches to seize
upon the idea of vocal warm ups in contemporary rather than classical
genres. Her exercises are both comprehensive and user-friendly. CD 1:
Vocal Exercises is aimed at beginners while the latest addition to the range,
CD 4: Challenging Riffs, is designed to challenge the seasoned pro
vocalist.
High Notes: Users report high enjoyment/benefit from using these CDs. In
addition to the more usual technique aspects (such as breathing, range and
articulation), these exercises cover a wealth of musicianship areas—
everything from rhythm to intervals and modal and chromatic harmonies.
Off Pitch: While VoiceCouncil is aware of a great many informal
endorsements from satisfied customers, there are currently no independent
reviews for this product. So, if you disagree (or agree!) with our rating, you
know what to do…
A Vocal Coach Says: “I suggest you buy the CD’s from ‘Funky ‘N Fun’.
They include breathing exercises, as well as lots of other vocal workouts;
they, in my opinion, are the best CD’s on the market.” Gemma Denman
Funky ‘n Fun Website
About Kim Chandler
Kim’s Voice Cross Trainer App is available now. It’s based on her popular “Funky
‘n Fun” vocal training series.
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